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Abstract
We explore BPS soliton configurations in N = 2 supersymmetric
Yang-Mills theory with matter fields arising from parallel D3 branes
on D7 branes. Especially we focus on two parameter family of 1/8 BPS
equations, dyonic objects, and 1/8 BPS objects and raise a possibility
of absence of BPS vortices when the number of D3 branes is larger
than that of D7 branes.
1 Introduction and Conclusion
Recently there has been a considerable interest in BPS solitons in Higgs
phase of supersymmetric Yang-Mills theories with eight supercharges[1, 2, 3,
4, 5, 6]. Almost all known BPS objects, like magnetic flux vortices[7, 8, 9],
magnetic monopoles[10], domain walls[11, 12], and instantons[4, 13, 14, 15],
have appeared here, sometimes with a bit of twist. These theories can allow
many degenerate vacua which can be interpolated by domain walls. With
broken U(1) gauge theories, one can have magnetic flux vortex. One of the
most interesting features has been that there can be magnetic monopoles
which appear as beads on vortex strings[16].
These BPS objects can be interpreted in a simple manner from D-brane
point of view[17]. Especially a simple but rich picture appears with N par-
allel D3 branes and Nf D7 branes. In this setting, one can have N = 2
supersymmetric U(N) gauge theory with Nf matter hypermultiplets in the
fundamental representation and a single adjoint hypermultiplet. One can
add Fayet-Iliopoulos(FI)-terms and mass term for the matter hypermulti-
plet without breaking the supersymmetry. There are considerable work done
along this line to represent the configurations in brane picture[18].
In this work, we focus on BPS equations, dyonic 1/4 BPS, and 1/8 BPS
solutions. In addition, we explore BPS vortex equations when N = 2, Nf = 1
and found the cases where there are no vortex solutions of unit or double
vorticity.
By studying the known bosonic BPS equations, we found that there are
two parameter family of 1/8 BPS equations in 3+1 dimension modulo spatial
rotation and SU(2)R × U(1)R. The FI term breaks SU(2)R to U(1) and the
mass terms for matter hypermultiplet breaks U(1)R completely. One would
expect more general BPS configurations in this setting.
Dyonic objects mean objects carrying ‘electric’ charge. Of course there
will be no isolated electric charge in the Higgs phase due to screening. Elec-
trically charged solitons could be interpreted as composites of soliton with
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fundamental strings whose ends carry electric charge. In Higgs phase the
electric charge is neutralized by electric charge carried by the Higgs field. As
the Higgs fields carry global flavor charge, the conserved flavor charge instead
of the total electric flux would appear in the BPS energy formula. Besides
dyonic monopoles, we show that dyonic domain walls as well as dyonic com-
posites of domain wall-monopole-vortex are also possible. When parallel D7
branes are not lying on a single line in their transverse space, dyonic BPS
configurations which make web-like structures are also possible. These dy-
onic solutions could be interpreted as the excitations in phase moduli of BPS
objects and they belong to 1/4 BPS states.
We also look for BPS solutions preserving 1/8 of eight supersymmetries.
By exploring a small perturbation of a homogeneous 1/4 BPS configuration
in 3+1 dimensional theories, we argue that there may be no 1/8 BPS con-
figurations satisfying the BPS equations. However we find easily 1/8 BPS
configurations in a theory with product gauge group U(1) × U(1) with bi-
fundamental and fundamental matter field. In this analysis, the recently
discoverd[5] bound states of monopoles and domain walls play some role.
The key aspect here is that the FI parameters breaks the SU(2)R sym-
metry of eight supersymmetric 5+1 dimensional theory. For a single U(1)
gauge group, one can use the broken R-symmetry to choose a single direction
in SU(2)R space. However with product gauge groups, the FI-parameters
cannot be rotated to a single direction in general. This is what allows the
presence of 1/8 BPS configurations possible.
As there are multi BPS vortex string configuration in U(1) theory with
Nf = 1, we may expect there are BPS vortex string configuration in U(2)
theory with Nf = 1. While there exist degenerate supersymmtric vacua, we
will show that classically there exists no BPS vortex configuration with unit
and double magnetic flux. We argue that this may imply that there exists
no BPS vortex solitons of finite magnetic flux in the theory.
One interesting direction to explore further is the interaction between
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domain walls and monopoles. (See also a recent work by Sakai and Tong***.)
In string picture, parallel D1 and D3 branes are attracted to each other. This
is not apparent from the energy argument of a BPS monopole-vortex-domain
composition. The moduli space of domain wall-monopole separation should
be analyzed carefully to resolve the question.
Another direction is to study the moduli space dynamics of magnetic
monopoles and domain walls when some of nonabelian gauge symmetry is
restored. It would be interesting to see whether there exists a similar restora-
tion of symmetry in the moduli space dynamics..
Finally, all BPS solutions we study here have extended structures with
infinite energy. There may be finite action BPS solitons in the theory. Espe-
cially it may be possible to have finite energy (dyonic) instantons in R3×S1
(noncommutative) space, which do not have diverging gauge flux[15].
The plan of this paper is as follows. In Sec.2, we describe 5+1 dimensional
supersymmetric Yang-Mills theories and find supersymmetric Lagrangian
and its vacuum structure. In Sec.3, we find two parametered BPS equa-
tions, especially 1/8 BPS equations. In Sec.4, we study dyonic solutions. In
Sec.5, we study 1/8 BPS configurations and find BPS configurations with
product gauge group. In Sec.6, we show that there exists no BPS vortex
solitons of unit and double magnetic flux when N = 2 and Nf = 1.
Note added : In the early stage of the draft of our paper, we came to
know that the authors of Ref.[19] have worked on the classification of 1/8
BPS equations of the similar model we considered.
2 Six Dimensional Case
The vector multiplet of super Yang-Mills theory of U(N) gauge group with
eight supersymmetries in six dimensions is made of AM , λi (i = 1, 2),D
a,
which are hermitian N × N matrix valued fields. The gaugino field λi, i =
1, 2 is made of two eight component spinors satisfying both chirality and
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symplectic Majorana conditions
Γ6λi = λi (i = 1, 2), λi = (iσ
2)ijB(λ
†
j)
T (2.1)
where B is a matrix such that BΓMB−1 = (ΓM)∗. Due to this constraint,
there are only four physical degrees of freedom in gaugino spinor. Our choice
of six dimensional Gamma matrices are
Γ0 = 12 ⊗ iσ3 ⊗ σ1, Γa = σa ⊗ σ1 ⊗ σ1 (a = 1, 2, 3)
Γ4 = 12 ⊗ σ2 ⊗ σ1, Γ5 = 12 ⊗ 12 ⊗ σ2 (2.2)
In addition, Γ6 = Γ0Γ1 · · ·Γ5 = 12 ⊗ 12 ⊗ σ3. With the above choice,
B = −iσ2 ⊗ 12 ⊗ σ3. (2.3)
The Lagrangian for the gauge multiplet is
L1 = tr
(
−1
4
FMNF
MN − i
2
λ¯iΓ
MDMλi +
1
2
(Da)2
)
(2.4)
The supersymmetric transformation becomes
δAM = iλ¯iΓMǫi (2.5)
δλi =
1
2
FMNΓ
MNǫi + iD
aσaijǫj (2.6)
δDa = ǫ¯iσ
a
ijΓ
IDIλj (2.7)
where the supersymmetric parameter ǫi is also a chiral spinor and satisfies
the symplectic Majorana condition. The Lagrangian and supersymmetric
transformation are compatible with the symplectic Majorana condition. The
above Lagrangian is invariant under SU(2)R transformation, under which λi
and Da belong to the fundamental and adjoint representations, respectively.
The Lagrangian for an adjoint hypermultiplet yi (i = 1, 2), χ where the
matter spinor is anti-chiral Γ6χ = −χ, is
L2 = tr
(
−1
2
DM y¯iD
Myi +
1
2
Daσaij [y¯j, yi]− iχ¯ΓMDMχ+ λ¯i[y¯i, χ]− χ¯[yi, λi]
)
(2.8)
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where DMyi = ∂Myi− i[AM , yi]. Here yi (i = 1, 2) is a doublet under SU(2)R
and χ is a singlet. The supersymmetric transformation is
δy¯i = 2iχ¯ǫi, δχ = DMyiΓ
Mǫi (2.9)
The matter hypermultiplets qfi, ψf with flavor index f = 1, ..., Nf belong
to the fundamental representation N¯ of the gauge group U(N). As in the
adjoin hypermultiplet, the matter spinor field is anti-chiral. The Lagrangian
for the matter multiplet is
L3 = tr
(
−1
2
DM q¯fiD
Mqfi +
1
2
Daσaij q¯fjqfi − iψ¯fΓMDMψf + λ¯iq¯fiψf − ψ¯fqfiλi
)
(2.10)
where DMqfi = ∂Mqfi + iqfiAM . The supersymmetric transformation is
δq¯fi = 2iψ¯f ǫi, δψf = DMqfiΓ
Mǫi (2.11)
The above Lagrangians are invariant under the SU(2)R symmetry. For a
theory with abelian gauge group, one can add the Fayet- Iliopoulos term
LFI = 1
2
tr(ζaDa). (2.12)
If the gauge group is a product group, there would be FI-terms for each
independent U(1) theory. The FI parameters ζa breaks the SU(2)R symmetry
explicitly and so one can use SU(2)R symmetry to rotate them to be
ζ1 = 0, ζ2 = 0, ζ3 = v2 (2.13)
with v ≥ 0. We will use both ζa and parameter v. The Da field is not
dynamical and its field equation leads to
Da =
e2
2
{
ζa − σaij
(
[y¯j , yi] + q¯fjqfi
)}
(2.14)
The dimensional reduction to 3+1 dimension induces additional U(1)R
symmetry which is a rotation under two reduced space. The dimensional
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reduction with Scherk-Schwartz mechanism induces two mass parameters
mf , m
′
f for each flavor matter multiplet along the reduced space. If x
4, x5 is
reduced, then
D4qfi = iqfi(A4 −mf ), D5qfi = iqfi(A5 −m′f ). (2.15)
This theory with U(N) gauge group has a simple D-brane interpretation.
It is a Yang-Mills theory on N parallel D3 branes near Nf D7 branes whose
transverse location at x4, x5 is given by the mass parameter. The location
of D3 branes along x4, x5 direcion id given by the vacuum expectation value
of adjoint scalars A4, A5. The location of D3 branes along transverse 4 di-
rections in D7 branes would be decided by the expectation value of yi. The
dimensional reduction to 4+1 dimension is a bit simpler with only one mass
parameter and no additional R-symmetry. The D-brane interpretation could
be D4-D8 system.
One of the vacuum condition Da = 0 is the ADHM condition of N in-
stantons on U(Nf ) gauge theory of noncommutative four space. The scalar
fields are denoting the separation and size of instantons. As D3 branes act
as instantons on D7 branes, one can see that the vacuum moduli space mod-
ulo gauge transformation is the moduli space of instantons when the mass
parameters are turned off. With the mass parameters turned on, every D3
brane should lie on some D7 brane at the ground state. Thus, every eigen-
value pair of expectation value of (A4, A5), which is diagonal at the vacuum,
should coincide with (mf , m
′
f) for some f .
One of the simplest vacua appears when N = Nf and all the eigenvalue
pair of A4, A5 are distinct, such that there is only one D3 brane for each D7
brane. It is the so-called color-flavor locking phase, where the matter field
will have a Higgs condensation 〈qf1〉vacuum = v and the gauge symmetry plus
the flavor symmetry is spontaneously broken down to unbroken U(1)N global
symmetry.
WhenN = 2, Nf = 1, the vacuum moduli space would be that of two U(1)
instantons on noncommutative four space[20], which is the so-called Eguchi-
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Hanson space. In this case yi does have intrinsic nonabelian components and
the gauge group U(2) is spontaneously broken to global U(1) symmetry.
3 BPS Equations
Classically a BPS field configuration is a bosonic field configuration which
leaves some of the supersymmetry invariant. We consider now the supersym-
metric transformation to obtain the BPS equations. Inspired by the bosonic
BPS equations, we rewrite the supersymmetric transformation of the gaugino
field as
δλi = Γ
12
(
(F12 − F34Γ1234)ǫi − iD3Γ12σ3ijǫj
)
+ Γ23
(
(F23 − F14Γ1234)ǫi
−iD1Γ23σ1ijǫj
)
+ Γ31
(
(F31 − F24Γ1234)ǫi − iD2Γ31σ2ijǫj
)
+Γµ0(Fµ0 − Fµ5Γ05)ǫi + F05Γ05ǫi (3.16)
As Γ4ǫi = −Γ123Γ05ǫi, the adjoint spinor transformation is written as
δχ = −Γ123
(
D1yiΓ
23+D2yiΓ
31+D3yiΓ
12+D4yiΓ
05
)
ǫi+Γ
0(D0yi−D5yiΓ05)ǫi
(3.17)
The spinor in fundamental hypermultiplet transforms as
δψf = −Γ123
(
D1qfiΓ
23 +D2qfiΓ
31 +D3qfiΓ
12 +D4qfiΓ
05
)
ǫi
+Γ0(D0qfi −D5qfiΓ05)ǫi . (3.18)
We want find some supersymmetric parameter ǫi such that δλi, δχ, δψf
remain zero. On eight independent parameters of spinor ǫi, we impose three
independent conditions (In the case of N = 2 NLSM, see [21].),
Γ05ǫi = ηǫi, Γ
12σ3ijǫj = iαǫi, Γ
23σ1ijǫj = iβǫi , (3.19)
with α, β, η take ±1 independently. Since Γ0Γ1...Γ5 = 1 for chiral ǫi, these
conditions imply that
Γ31σ2ijǫi = −iαβǫi, Γ1234ǫi = ηǫi . (3.20)
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These are conditions on eight independent Majorana parameters in the spinor
ǫi, as they are compatible with the symplectic Majorana condition. If we im-
pose any one of the conditions, the number of independent SUSY parameters
would be reduced by one half to four of the original value. If we impose any
two of them, the number of independent SUSY parameters are reduced to
two or 1/4 of the original one. If we impose all three of them, the number of
independent parameters is reduced to one, 1/8 of the original value.
One can obtain different conditions by six dimensional Lorentz transfor-
mations and SU(2)R transformations. In reduction to 3+1 dimensions, only
nontrivial ones modulo remaining symmetries is the rotation between the
remaining coordinates and the reduced coordinates. In the reduction to 3+1
dimensions of coordinate x0, x1, x2, x3, the above condition can be generalized
to new spinor conditions with two parameters,
Γ0(Γ5 cos θ + Γ3 sin θ)ǫi = ηǫi, Γ
1(Γ2 cosϕ+ Γ4 sinϕ)σ3ijǫij = iαǫi ,
(Γ2 cosϕ+ Γ4 sinϕ)(Γ3 cos θ − Γ5 sin θ)σ1ijǫj = iβǫi (3.21)
This implies that
(Γ3 cos θ − Γ5 sin θ)Γ1σ2ijǫj = −iαβǫi, Γ124(−Γ3 cos θ + Γ5 sin θ)ǫi = ηǫi ,
(3.22)
Note also D4qfi = iqfi(A4−mf ) and D5qfi = iqfi(A5−m′f ). In reduction to
4 + 1, we can put ϕ = 0 as it is a part of four dimensional spatial rotation.
We use the generalized spinor condition (3.21) to find the BPS equations
satisfied by the bosonic configurations for the minimum amount 1/8 of the
original supersymmetries. For any vector with spatial indices, we introduce
barred indices so that
V1¯ = V1, V2¯ = V2 cosϕ + V4 sinϕ, V3¯ = V3 cos θ − V5 sin θ,
V4¯ = V4 cosϕ− V2 sinϕ, V5¯ = V5 cos θ + V3 sin θ (3.23)
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From δλi = 0, we get the gauge field part of BPS equations,
F05¯ = 0, Fµ¯0 − ηFµ¯5¯ = 0 (µ = 1, ...4), F12¯ − ηF3¯4¯ + αD3 = 0,
F2¯3¯ − ηF14¯ + βD1 = 0, F3¯1 − ηF2¯4¯ − αβD2 = 0, (3.24)
From δχ = 0 and δψf = 0, we also obtain
βD1yjσ
1
ji − αβD2¯yjσ2ji + αD3¯yjσ3ji − iηD4¯yi = 0,
D0yi − ηD5¯yi = 0, D0qfi − ηD5¯qfi = 0,
βD1qfjσ
1
ji − αβD2¯qfjσ2ji + αD3¯qfjσ3ji − iηD4¯qfi = 0 (3.25)
These are the BPS equations for 1/8 BPS configurations. The BPS equations
preserving more supersymmetry can be obtained by imposing additional con-
ditions to the above BPS equations. For example, 1/4 BPS configurations
satisfy two sets of 1/8 BPS equations with, say, both α = 1 and α = −1.
There is also a Gauss law constraint for the BPS configurations,
− 1
e2
5∑
µ=0
Dµ¯Fµ¯0− i
2
([y¯i, D0yi]−[D0y¯i, yi])− i
2
(q¯fiD0qfi−D0q¯fiqfi) = 0 . (3.26)
Using the BPS equation, the central charge[22] for the BPS energy bound
can be found to be
Z =
1
2
∫
d3x tr
(
η
2e2
Fµ¯ν¯F˜µ¯ν¯ − αζ3(F12¯ − ηF3¯4¯)− βζ1(F2¯3¯ − ηF14¯)
+αβζ2(F3¯1 − ηF2¯4¯)
)
+ ηmfQf cos θ + ηT03 sin θ + Z
′ (3.27)
where µ, ν = 1, 2, 3, 4 and F˜µν =
1
2
ǫµνρσFρσ. After dimensional reduction
to (3+1) dimensions, D4yi = −i[A4, yi] and D4qfi = iqfi(A4 − mf), and so
F14 = D1A4 and F45 = −i[A4, A5]. The charge Qf is the one carried by the
f ’th-flavor matter field,
Qf =
i
2
∫
d3x tr(q¯fiD0qfi −D0q¯fiqfi) , (3.28)
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and T03 is the linear momentum along x
3 direction,
T03 =
1
2
∫
d3x tr
(
1
e2
∑
µ=1,2,4,5
Fµ0Fµ3+(D0y¯iD3yi+D3y¯iD0yi)+(D0q¯fiD3qfi+D3q¯fiD0qfi)
)
.
(3.29)
The boundary term Z ′ is given by
Z ′ =
∫
d3x
(
η∂itr(Fi0A5) cos θ + · · ·
)
, (3.30)
where . . . indicates the terms quadratic in matter fields and expected to
have zero boundary contribution in both Coulomb and Higgs phases. The
first part would have nontrivial contribution in the Coulomb phase where
there would be nontrivial electric field.)
The above BPS equations and the energy bound are complicated functions
of two parameters ϕ and θ. For example, a complication arises as
F3¯4¯ = F34 cos θ cosϕ− F32 cos θ sinϕ− F54 sin θ cosϕ+ F52 sin θ sinϕ (3.31)
Using the un-bared coordinate indices, we note that the first term of the
above expression can be expressed as
Fµ¯ν¯F˜µ¯ν¯ = FµνF˜µν cos θ + 4(F12F45 + F24F15 + F41F25) sin θ (3.32)
There are also the boundary terms depending on quark fields, which is sup-
posed to make vanishing contributions almost all cases.
Once we fix ζa = v2δa3 , which is possible for the theories of U(N) gauge
group but not for those with product gauge group like U(1)×U(1), the BPS
energy does not depends on the choice of the parameter β. This means that
1/4 BPS configurations defined by α and η parameters could have 1/8 BPS
excitations without generating additional energy, which is strange. Indeed
we see that this is impossible in some simple case studied in Sec.5.
We can choose two parameters θ, ϕ to be arbitrary. If we fix ζa, we no
longer have the freedom of SU(2)R transformation, and the parameters θ, ϕ
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become physically meaningful. One typical cases of BPS equations would be
when θ = ϕ = 0. In this case, the barred spacial indices become the un-barred
ones and ∂4 = ∂5 = 0. The other extreme may be when θ = ϕ = π/2. In this
case the time dependent part becomes F03 = 0, (D0 − ηD3) any field = 0,
and
ηF12 + i[A4, A5] + βD
1 = 0, D1A4 + ηD2A5 + αD
3 = 0,
D1A5 − ηD2A4 − αβD2 = 0, (3.33)(
βD1yjσ
1
ji + iηD2yi + iαβ[A4, yj]σ
2
ji + iα[A5, yj]σ
3
ji
)
= 0,(
βD1qfjσ
1
ji + iηD2qfi − iαβqfj(A4 −mf)σ2ji − iαqfj(A5 −m′f )σ3ji
)
= 0
We know quite a bit of the topological objects of the theories in θ = ϕ = 0.
The simplest object is a 1/2 BPS vortex soliton along x3 direction in U(1)
theory with Nf = 1[9]. It satisfies the BPS equation with β = −1,
2F12 = v
2 − |q1|2, (D1 − iD2)q1 = 0 , (3.34)
where yi = 0, q2 = 0, dropping the flavor index. Especially a unit flux vortex
has a vortex tension Tv = πv
2. This could be regarded as a D1 string on a
single D3 brane in a single D7 brane. The next simplest object is a 1/2 BPS
domain wall parallel to (x1, x2) plane[1, 2, 3, 23]. With N = 1 and Nf = 2
with two different mf along x
4 direction, the 1/2 BPS equations with αβ = 1
becomes
2∂3A4 = v
2 −
2∑
f=1
|qf1|2 , ∂3qf1 = −qf1(A4 −mf) , (3.35)
where yi = 0, qf2 = 0, m1 < m2, and A5 = 0. The A4 interpolates between
m1 and m2. It describes the D3 brane on first D7 brane interpolating to the
second D7 brane. The wall tension is T12 = πv
2(m2 −m1).
More complicated object is a 1/4 BPS configuration made of magnetic
monopole beads in a vortex flux tube[16]. With N = Nf = 2 and in the
color-flavor locking phase with m1 < m2 and A5 = m
′
f = 0, the D1 string
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on the first D3-D7 branes can interpolate to the second D3-D7 branes. The
D1 string connecting two D3 branes appears as a magnetic monopole. In
the Higgs phase, the magnetic flux is confined to flux string and so the
1/4 BPS object is made of two vortices emerging opposite to the magnetic
monopole, where two U(1)’s of U(2) flux are carried to opposite direction.
The composite has the energy of a simple sum of vortex tension and monopole
mass.
Most complicated 1/4 BPS object is a composite made of vortex and
domain walls, which also allows some magnetic monopoles[5, 24, 25]. With
β = −1, α = −1, from the BPS energy one notices that with positive trF12
and trF34, which means postive vortex flux and domain wall charge where A4
is increasing, there is negative instanton energy, or monopole energy. This is
the so-called bound energy of vortex-domain wall[5]. If a vortex terminates
at the domain wall, the wall shape gets deformed in large distance away from
the contact point. The detail has been also studied recently[25]. Of course
one can add additional monopole kink to this vortex-domain wall junction,
which carries the positive monopole energy. In some cases, the magnetic
monopole can pass the domain wall. When a vortex penetrating a domain
wall is deformed so that the contact points at the both sides of the domain
wall do not coincide to the same point, the monopole could not pass the
domain wall due to the energy consideration, which means that there could
be repulsive potential at the domain wall. It would be interesting to find
whether our conjecture is true.
A typical solution of the BPS equations of θ = ϕ = π/2 would be the
1/4 BPS domain wall junction[6, 26, 27] with N = 1, Nf = 3. Suppose that
the three complex masses mf + im
′
f lie on vertices of an equitriangle so that
mf + im
′
f = me
2piif/3 with f = 1, 2, 3. The BPS equation would be give by
(3.34) with ζ3 = v2 and the wall junction would lie on on x1, x2 plane with
x3 translation invariance. The ansatiz is that yi = 0, qf2 = 0, A1 = A2 =
12
A3 = 0, ∂3 = 0 and the BPS equation becomes
∂1A4 + η∂2A5 = −α
2
(v2 − |qf1|2), ∂1A5 − η∂2A4 = 0 (3.36)
∂1qf1 − α(A4 −mf)qf1 = 0, η∂2qf1 − α(A5 −m′f )qf1 = 0 (3.37)
The web of wall solutions of this type in a bit more complicated setting has
been also studied recently[6].
4 Lorentz Boosted, or Dyonic Solutions
For the BPS configurations, the time dependent part can be solved with
A0 = η(A5 cos θ + A3 sin θ), ∂0qfi − η(∂3 sin θ − im′f cos θ)qfi = 0 (4.38)
while (∂0 − ∂3 sin θ) = 0 for any field in the adjoint representation. One
can see that it is a Lorentz boost along x3 axis with velocity v = sin θ
when |θ| < π/2. However, the θ = π/2 case is still physically distinct as it
cannot be obtained through finite boost. The Gauss law is also equivalently
Lorentz boosted version. This matches with the energy being increased with
T03v = O(v2) for small v as T03 itself is linear in v for small v. For the domain
wall junctions, T03 = 0 with θ = π/2 due to the x
3 translation invariance of
the configuration. Thus one cannot boost them along x3, but may be able
to put some massless wave along x3 without breaking the supersymmetry
further.
When θ = 0, A0 = ηA5 and the all adjoint fields are time-independent
and ∂0qfi + iηm
′
fqfi = 0. The f -th flavor charge becomes
Qf = η
∫
d4x tr
(
(m′f − A5)q¯fiqfi
)
. (4.39)
As the total electric charge vanishes in the Higgs phase, we put the constraint∑
f Qf = 0. Here we consider the fundamental string connecting D3 branes
with net U(1) = tr(U(N)) charge vanishes in the Higgs phase. The energy
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carried by the flavor charge becomes
EQ = η
∑
f
m′fQf =
∑
f
∫
d3x m′f tr
(
(m′f −A5)q¯fiqfi
)
(4.40)
For most of BPS objects considered here, they have moduli space parameter
corresponding to a global phase rotation. The excitation along this direction
would lead to the dyonic solutions. The Gauss law would give the equation
for A5 which is exactly the zero mode equation satisfied by the phase moduli
coordinate in the background gauge of solutions without A5, m
′
f included.
The parametersm′f serve as coefficients of the excited phase moduli direction
vector of the dyonic solution.
Consider a vortex-monopole composite with N = Nf = 2 in a color-flavor
locking phase with m1 < m2. One can impose additional BPS condition
on electric charge section without breaking any additional supersymmetry.
One has to solve the above Gauss law which can be solved in priciple in
this monopole-vortex background. The result describes a composite of D1-
fundamental strings connecting D3 branes, which means that the monopole
carries electric charge. However, the A5 would approach exponentially vac-
uum expectation value away from the monopole region, implying that the
electric charge is shielded by the Higgs field. For two flavor case, one can
choose A5 ∼ A4 up to constant shift as (mf , m′f) lies along a line. Note that
EQ ∼ (∆m′)2 and Q2 − Q1 ∼ ∆m′, and so the relative flavor charge fixes
m′2 −m′1 as in the dyons in Coulomb phase.
When Nf ≥ 3, D7 branes does not need to lie on a line as three points
given by the mass parameters do not lie along a line in general. In this
case one could have a web of D1, F1 and (p, q) strings[28]. For example
consider N = Nf = 3 in the color-flavor locking phase. If the D7 branes are
separated from each other and lie on almost straight line, one can imagine a
D1 string interpolating two D3 branes at the end. When we introduce the
fundamental strings connecting, say first and second D3 branes, the resulting
configuration would be a vortex string where there are two fundamental
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monopoles attacted to each other, but the Coulomb repulsion due to the
electric charge in short distance keeps them away from each other. This
is quite similar to the corresponding configuration in the Coulomb phase.
The key difference would be that in the Higgs phase there may be no upper
bound on F1 string numbers as the electric repulsion would be shielded in
large separation.
It is straightforward to extend this to situations of multiple domain walls.
Consider N = 2, Nf = 3 with two domain walls interpolating m1, m2 by first
D3 and m2, m3 by second D3 (m1 < m2 < m3). If we turn on m
′
2 slightly,
these two domain walls are attracted, and it is balanced by giving them
electric charges proportional to m′2 distributed on their world volume. This
would be web-like structure of D3 branes and sheet of fundamental strings,
attached to D7 branes.
Another dyonic BPS configuration is possible. Start with a 1/2 BPS
domain wall of a single D3 brane, interpolating two D7 branes in position.
Fundamental strings connecting two D7 branes at the wall generates the
electric dipole on D3 brane. Two ends of the dipole are shielded by the
Higgs field of different flavor, and so the configuration has the Higgs charge.
One needs to solve the Gauss law in the domain wall background. From the
domain wall world sheet point of view, the fundamental F1 string appears
as a charge of phase or magnetic flux on effective 2+1 dimensional theory.
Uniform charge configuration would corresponds to unform magnetic flux
configuration on effective 2+1 dimensional theory.
In our BPS equation there is additional parameter ϕ. To see its role in
N = 1, Nf = 2 with ζ
a = v2δa3, A5 = m
′
f = 0, let us consider the domain
wall solution with 2, 4 directions mixed. With only dependence on x1 and x3
and A1 = A2 = A3 = 0, η = α = −1, θ = 0, BPS equations (3.24) and (3.25)
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for A4 become
(∂3 cosϕ− ∂1 sinϕ)A4 = 1
2
(v2 −
∑
f
|qf1|2),
(∂3 cosϕ− ∂1 sinϕ)qf1 + qf1(A4 −mf ) = 0
(∂3 sinϕ+ ∂1 cosϕ)A4 = 0, (∂3 sinϕ+ ∂1 cosϕ)qf1 = 0 . (4.41)
This corresponds to a spatial rotation in (x1, x3) plane. The origin of this
fact can be traced back to the correlation between (x2, x4) and (x1, x3) in the
spinor projection conditions.
5 1/8 BPS Objects in Theories with Product
Gauge Groups
While we found 1/8 BPS equations which seems to be general up to six
dimensional Lorentz boost and SU(2)R symmetry, it is not clear whether
1/8 BPS configurations are allowed. After the dimensional reduction to 3+1
dimensions with two general angle parameters, one cannot make arbitrary
six dimensional rotation, especially F45 = 0 in U(1) theory. While we are
interested in the general characteristics of 1/8 BPS configurations, if any
exists, it seems very hard to solve the BPS equations.
Let us start with a theory with a simple gauge group, say, U(N). To find
out what the characteristics of 1/8 BPS configurations are, let us start with
BPS configuration of constant field strength with zero matter expectation
value. From BPS equations for the gauge fields (3.24) for the constant field
strength, we can make SU(2)R rotation to put the FI parameter to 3-th
direction and SU(2) spatial rotation in x1, x2¯, x3¯, which rotates both ǫi and
the gauge field strength Fµ¯ν¯ with µ, ν = 1, 2, 3, 4. From this one can see that
the constant field configuration is at most 1/4 BPS configuration.
Inhomogeneous BPS field configuration can be obtained by extracting
magnetic fluxes from the system. To see whether 1/8 BPS configurations
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are possible when the field configuration is inhomogeneous in space, we ask
whether 1/8 BPS perturbation arises in 1/4 BPS homogeneous background[29].
Let us start with a U(1) gauge theory on 3 + 1 dimension with single
flavor. Let us start with a 1/4 BPS configuration which is homogeneous in
space and time with A0 = A5 and η = α = −1 with θ = ϕ = 0. The FI term
becomes Da = e2v2/2 δa3 and and we choose the constant 1/4 BPS field
strenghs to be
F12 =
e2v2
2
a, F34 =
e2v2
2
(1− a), F23 = e
2v2
2
b, F14 = −e
2v2
2
b (5.42)
with constants a, b. This is a generalization of many previously known ho-
mogenous solutions. The homogeneous BPS configuration in U(1) Higgs
model with single Higgs field represents the unform distribution of vortices
on plane, which has the critical total magnetic flux[29]. In SU(2) gauge
theory, one could have magnetic monopole sheet or homogenous field config-
uration with uniform instanton density. The energy density is then
E = e
2v4
4
(
1 + b2 − a(1− a)
)
(5.43)
In four dimensions, the contribution from the intersection of F12 and F34
can decrease the tension when 0 < a < 1 and can be regarded as an anti-
selfdual instanton part with the negative energy, which can be regarded as a
bound energy of two uniform magnetic flux. Note that the minimum energy
is positive.
In 3+1 dimensions, it represents the bound energy of a domain wall and
infinite number of vortex strings penetrating domain walls. The number of
flavors does not play any role. For b > 0 and a not in this interval induces
self-dual instanton density which contributes positive energy. Note that there
are critical total flux e2v2/2 in our unit. From the brane point of view, the
above BPS solution induces D3 branes with homogeneous field on its world
sheet, tilted with respect to D7 branes.
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We want to see whether there is any 1/8 BPS deformation of this homoge-
neous configuration. The BPS equation implies that there should be nonzero
qi, i = 1, 2 for 1/8 BPS configurations, which we regard as a small perturba-
tion. (Here we drop flavor index as there is only one flavor.) We solve the
1/8 BPS equation by the perturbation expansion with β = −1. To the first
order we first solve the matter BPS equation in the unform background,
D1qjσ
1
ji +D2qjσ
2
ji +D3qjσ
3
ji − iD4qi = 0, (5.44)
We choose the gauge
A1 = 0, A2 =
e2v2
2
(ax1− bx3), A3 = 0, A4 = e
2v2
2
((1− a)x3− bx1) (5.45)
The above equation is satisfied if
∂1qi+
e2v2
2
x1qj(aσ
3−bσ1)ji = 0, ∂3qi+e
2v2
2
x3qj(bσ
1+(1−a)σ3)ji = 0 (5.46)
One can convince oneself that only q1 becomes normalizable along both x
1
and x3 directions for b = 0 and 0 < a < 1 while q2 is not normalizable at
all. For 1/8 BPS deviation, we need both normalizable q1 and q2 modes to
start the perturbative approach and so there is no 1/8 BPS deviation from
the 1/4 BPS configuration. The BPS equation for the gauge fields indicate
the second order effect of the q1 perturbation reducing the total magnetic
flux and instanton or monopole number. Thus one can guess that the above
homogeneous configuration, while remaining 1/4 BPS, is continuously con-
nected to the two intersecting flux sheet along x1−x2 and x3−x4 plane with
finite magnetic monopole charge and negative bound energy. In the brane
picture, the end result would be the intersection of D3 brane domain wall
and D1 string.
While the above analysis does not provide clear picture about the exis-
tence of 1/8 BPS configurations in 8 supersymmetric U(N) gauge theories,
it suggests that 1/8 BPS configurations are unlikely.
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Now consider a theory with U(1) × U(1) gauge group with fundamental
matter fields in each gauge group and also many bi-fundamental matter fields
of charge (+1,−1). Let assume that two FI parameters are not parallel
and so, say, ζ (1)a = δa3 and ζ
(2)a = δa1. (Here we put the proportional
numbers and electric charges to be one for simplicity.) If there is no bi-
fundamental matter fields, two theories are not interacting and so it is obvious
that there can be 1/8 BPS configurations. They can be made of 1/4 BPS
configurations of each gauge group but they are not aligned and so break
the supersymmetry further to 1/8. Even when bi-fundamental fields exist,
such 1/8 BPS configurations are possible if bi-fundametnal field has zero
expectation value.
To see whether bi-fundamental matter field can develope any nontrivial
expectation value, let us start with 1/8 BPS homogeneous configuration in
this theory of two product gauge group,
F
(1)
12 = a, F
(1)
34 = 1− a (5.47)
F
(2)
23 = b, F
(2)
14 = 1− b (5.48)
The energy density of the configuration becomes
E = 1
4
(2− a(1− a)− b(1 − b)) (5.49)
With the gauge
A
(1)
2 = ax
1, A(1) = (1− a)x3, A(2)2 = −bx3, A(2)4 = (1− b)x1 (5.50)
The interesting question is whether there exists a nonzero mode for the bi-
fundamental field qi, whose BPS equation is satisfied if
∂1qi + x
1qj(aσ
3 − (1− b)σ1)ji = 0 (5.51)
∂3qi + x
3qj((1− a)σ3 − bσ1)ji (5.52)
The normalizable solution along x1, x3 direction is possible if a = b = 1/2,
in which case two matrices are proportional to each other and so can be
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exponentiated easily. Once we found this normalizable zero mode, we can
feed it to the BPS equation for the gauge field, which leads to the second
order perturbation, which reduces the sum of the magnetic fluxes. Of course
there will be also nontrivial BPS deformation of fundamental matter field for
each gauge group. One can imagine the continuous deflation of the total flux
would lead to some sort of intersecting U(1) magnetic vortex sheets, while
remaining 1/8 BPS. From 1/4 BPS case, one can see that first U(1) vortex
line along x3 direction meets a first U(1) domain parallel to the 1− 2 plane.
The second U(1) vortex line along x1 direction meets a second U(1) domain
wall parallel to the 2 − 3 plane.Together they would remain 1/8 BPS. In
addition, there would be nontrivial bi-fundamental matter field in this 1/8
BPS configuration, making two configurations to be connected together.
6 Nonexistence of BPS Vortices
Most of the analysis on solitons so far have been done when Nf ≥ N . Espe-
cially there would be no supersymmetric vacua if Nf < N without adjoint
hypermultiplet. When Nf < N , the adjoint hypermultiplet plays a crucial
role for supersymmetric vacua to exist. When N = 2, Nf = 1, the explicit
vacuum solution modulo local gauge transformations is known[20]. At the
vacuum the scalars in vector multiplet (A4, A5) = (m1, m
′
1), proportional
to the identity matrix. With adjoint hypermultiplet, the vacuum equation
Da = 0 is the ADHM condition on two instantons in noncommutative U(1)
theory, and the moduli space metric becomes the Eguchi-Hanson space. It is
depending on eight parameters, four of which are the position of the center
of mass of two D3 branes in D7 branes, and so flat and does not affect our
analysis. There are additional four parameters which indicates the relative
distance and phase between two D3 branes in D7 branes. Due to the FI term,
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there would be Higgs condensation on D3 branes. Explicitly,
〈y¯1〉 = w1 + z1
2
(
1
√
2b
a
0 −1
)
, 〈y2〉 = w2 + z2
2
(
1
√
2b
a
0 −1
)
(6.53)
〈q¯1〉 = v
( √
1− b√
1 + b
)
, 〈q2〉 = 0 (6.54)
where a = (|z1|2 + |z2|2)/(2v2) and b =
√
a2 + 1 − a. The vacuum moduli
space is characterized by four complex parameteres wi, zi. The parameter wi
denotes the location of the center of mass points of two D3 branes on D7
background and the parameter zi denotes the relative position.
We know there are BPS multi-vortex solutions when N = Nf = 1. The
question is whether any BPS vortex solitons exist when N = 2, Nf = 1.
Suppose we put a single D1 string on one of D3 branes when two D3 branes
are in infinite separation. Clearly it is BPS. As we change vacuum moduli
parameters so that two D3 branes are almost on top of each other, we may
expect that there would be 1/2 BPS vortex solutions. To see whether it is
true, we look at a consistent ansatz.
Rather the surprise appears when two D3 branes are on top of each other,
or when the vacuum moduli is at minimum two sphere of Eguch-Hanson
space. In this case the consistent ansatz becomes
y¯1 =
(
0 Z
0 0
)
, y2 = 0, q¯1 =
(
0,
Q2
)
, q2 = 0, A1 + iA2 = diag(A,B)
(6.55)
The BPS equation get simplified to be ( ∂ = 1
2
(∂1 − i∂2))
∂Z − i(A− B)Z = 0, ∂Q2 − iBQ2 = 0 , (6.56)
−i(∂¯A− ∂A¯) = v2 − |Z|2, (6.57)
−i(∂¯B − ∂B¯) = v2 + |Z|2 − |Q|2 . (6.58)
Asymptotic value of |Z|2 and |Q|2 are v2 and 2v2, respectively. The above
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BPS equations can be combined to
−∂2i ln |Z/Q|2 = v2 − |Z|2 (6.59)
−∂2i ln |Q|2 = v2 + |Z|2 − |Q|2 (6.60)
The BPS energy is determined by v
2
2
(FA+FB) = 2v
2−|Z|2. The vorticity
of Z andQ2 are l1, l2, then the flux
∫
d2x(FA−FB) = 2πl1 > 0 and
∫
d2xFB =
2πl2 > 0. The
∫
d2xFA = 2π(l1 + l2) and the energy is πv
2(l1 + l2). From
examining the above equations, one can easily draw the fact that there is
no solution with l1 = 0, l2 > 0 or l1 > 0, l2 = 0 or l1 = l2 > 0. The only
possibility is l1 − 1 ≥ l2 ≥ 1. As we move D3 branes apart, it suggests that
there is no BPS configurations possible for vortices with vorticity 1 or 2 even
D3 branes are apart. Assuming that the continuity of the BPS configurations
here as we do not see any critical separation between D3 branes matter, there
seems to be only one logical conclusion, that is, that two D3 branes with any
parallel D1 string on them become repulsive. That means there is no BPS
configuration with any vorticity and finite separation. This seems to be only
consistent result. It would be interesting to verify this conjecture.
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